
 
 
  

   AB 2165  (Bonta D)   Firearms: prohibitions: exemptions. 

  Status: 8/29/2016-In Assembly. Concurrence in Senate amendments pending. 

  Location: 8/29/2016-A. CONCURRENCE 

  Calendar:  8/30/2016  #80  ASSEMBLY CONCURRENCE IN SENATE AMENDMENTS 

  Summary: Current law makes it a crime for any person in this state to manufacture, import into the state for 

sale, keep for sale, offer or expose for sale, give, or lend an unsafe handgun. Under current law, this 

prohibition does not apply to the sale or purchase of a handgun if the handgun is sold to, or purchased by, a 

police department, the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation, or any federal law enforcement agency, 

among other entities. This bill would also make the above prohibition inapplicable to the sale or purchase of a 

handgun if the hand gun is sold to, or purchased by, specified entities or sworn members of those entities who 
have satisfactorily completed the firearms portion of a training course prescribed by the Commission on Peace 

Officer Standards and Training.  

    Organization  Position          

    CSLEA  Sponsor/Support 

w/ letter  

        

 

 
 
  

   AB 1680  (Rodriguez D)   Crimes: emergency personnel. 

  Status: 8/29/2016-Enrolled and presented to the Governor at 4 p.m. 

  Location: 8/29/2016-A. ENROLLED 

  Summary: Current law provides that every person who goes to the scene of an emergency or stops at the 

scene of an emergency, for the purpose of viewing the scene or the activities of police officers, firefighters, 

emergency medical, or other emergency personnel, or military personnel coping with the emergency in the 

course of their duties during the time it is necessary for emergency vehicles or those personnel to be at the 

scene of the emergency or to be moving to or from the scene of the emergency for the purpose of protecting 
lives or property, unless it is part of the duties of that person's employment to view that scene or those 

activities, and thereby impedes police officers, firefighters, emergency medical, or other emergency personnel 

or military personnel, in the performance of their duties in coping with the emergency, is guilty of a 

misdemeanor. This bill would include, for purposes of these provisions, the operation or use of an unmanned 

aerial vehicle, remote piloted aircraft, or drone, regardless of the operator's location, in the definition of a 

person.  

    Organization  Position          

    CSLEA  Support w/ Letter          

  

   AB 1730  (Atkins D)   Human trafficking: minors. 

  Status: 8/29/2016-Withdrawn from committee. Ordered to second reading. 

  Location: 8/29/2016-S. SECOND READING 

  Calendar:  8/30/2016  #3  SENATE SEN SECOND READING FILE - ASSEMBLY BILLS 

  Summary: Would, only until January 1, 2022, require the Board of State and Community Corrections to 
establish a pilot project in up to 4counties that elect to participate in the pilot project and would authorize the 

Counties of Sacramento, San Diego, San Joaquin, and Santa Clara to elect to participate in the pilot project. 

The bill would authorize each participating county to determine whether that county's probation department or 

child welfare agency, or both, would create and operate a program funded by the pilot project. The bill would 

require a program funded by the pilot project to provide services to youth within that county' s jurisdiction that 

address the need for services relating to the commercial sexual exploitation of youth.  

    Organization  Position          

    AOCDS  Support w/ Letter          

    CSLEA  Support w/ Letter          

    FOP  Support w/ Letter          

    LBPOA  Support w/ Letter          

    SCDSA  Support w/ Letter          

  

   AB 1761  (Weber D)   Human trafficking: victims: affirmative defense. 

  Status: 8/29/2016-Senate amendments concurred in. To Engrossing and Enrolling. 

  Location: 8/29/2016-A. ENROLLMENT 

  Summary: Would create an affirmative defense against a charge of a crime that the person was coerced to 

commit the offense as a direct result of being a human trafficking victim at the time of the offense and when 

the person had reasonable fear of harm. The bill would prohibit this defense from being used with respect to a 
serious or violent crime, as defined, or a charge of human trafficking. The bill would grant a person who 

prevails on that affirmative defense the right to have all records in the case sealed, except as specified, and to 

be released from all penalties and disabilities, as provided. This bill contains other related provisions and other 

existing laws. 

http://ctweb.capitoltrack.com/public/publishbillinfo.aspx?bi=UzVC8FQMIz8r9EKhT2mwgWa07QkY%2bmhH%2fyUjALqD4r4uW3WCuLuY6EMVCAQgRZbI
http://asmdc.org/members/a18/
http://ctweb.capitoltrack.com/public/publishbillinfo.aspx?bi=kBdrzZ%2fDwkW0RdsaFsUDq21RReteojF7Q8d5Eu2n%2feHwu9KL8gKc2Q08LwICPo%2b6
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http://ctweb.capitoltrack.com/public/publishbillinfo.aspx?bi=RtrBY1%2b1R7EnggVc8MpynnhSlT9dnmfmr%2bPQy%2fTFUdfVWzl2jWFdeCWW36xCfO0p
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    Organization  Position          

    AOCDS  Watch          

    CSLEA  Watch          

    FOP  Watch          

    LBPOA  Watch          

    SCDSA  Watch          

  

   AB 1762  (Campos D)   Human trafficking: victims: vacating convictions. 

  Status: 8/29/2016-Senate amendments concurred in. To Engrossing and Enrolling. 

  Location: 8/29/2016-A. ENROLLMENT 

  Summary: Would allow an individual convicted of a nonviolent crime that was a direct result of the individual 

being a human trafficking victim to apply to the court to vacate the conviction if the individual is not then in 

custody and has either not been convicted of any crime for two years or has successfully completed probation 

for the crime. The bill would allow an individual adjudicated a ward of the juvenile court as the result of a 

nonviolent crime committed while he or she was a human trafficking victim to apply to have the petition 

dismissed if the individual has not had a sustained petition for any crime or been convicted of any crime for 

one year prior to the date of application.  

    Organization  Position          

    AOCDS  Possibly Oppose          

    CSLEA  Possibly Oppose          

    FOP  Possibly Oppose          

    LBPOA  Possibly Oppose          

    SCDSA  Possibly Oppose          

  

   AB 2298  (Weber D)   Criminal gangs. 

  Status: 8/29/2016-Senate amendments concurred in. To Engrossing and Enrolling. 

  Location: 8/29/2016-A. ENROLLMENT 

  Summary: Current law requires a law enforcement agency, before designating a person as a suspected gang 

member, associate, or affiliate in the database, to provide a written notice to the person' s parent or guardian, 
if the person is a minor. This bill would require the notice described above to be provided to an adult before 

designating a person as a suspected gang member, associate, or affiliate in the database. The bill would 

require these databases to comply with federal requirements regarding the privacy and accuracy of information 

in the database, and other operating principles for maintaining these databases.  

    Organization  Position          

    AOCDS  Oppose w/ Letter          

    CSLEA  Oppose w/ Letter          

    FOP  Oppose w/ Letter          

    LBPOA  Oppose w/ Letter          

    SCDSA  Oppose w/ Letter          

  

   AB 2498  (Bonta D)   Human trafficking. 

  Status: 8/29/2016-Senate amendments concurred in. To Engrossing and Enrolling. 

  Location: 8/29/2016-A. ENROLLMENT 

  Summary: Would authorize, at the request of a victim and subject to specified restrictions, the withholding of 

the names and images of a victim of human trafficking and that victim's immediate family, as defined and as 

specified, from disclosure pursuant to the California Public Records Act until the investigation or any 

subsequent prosecution is complete. The bill would additionally prohibit law enforcement agencies from 

disclosing the names, addresses, and images of victims of human trafficking and their immediate family, 
except under specified circumstances. This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws. 

    Organization  Position          

    AOCDS  Support w/ Letter          

    CSLEA  Support w/ Letter          

    FOP  Support w/ Letter          

    LBPOA  Support w/ Letter          

    SCDSA  Support w/ Letter          

  

   AB 2888  (Low D)   Sex crimes: mandatory prison sentence. 

  Status: 8/29/2016-Senate amendments concurred in. To Engrossing and Enrolling. 

  Location: 8/29/2016-A. ENROLLMENT 

  Summary: Current law prohibits a court from granting probation or suspending the execution or imposition of 

a sentence if a person is convicted of violating specified provisions of law, including rape by force, pandering, 

aggravated sexual assault of a child, and others. This bill would prohibit a court from granting probation or 

http://ctweb.capitoltrack.com/public/publishbillinfo.aspx?bi=UqiMDS%2bDdwaRoei5BlM0iQR8VL2PNpl4sB7AHHzsZ0FX7pW3iKcBHHkfwkVT3aad
http://asmdc.org/members/a27/
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suspending the execution or imposition of a sentence if a person is convicted of rape, sodomy, penetration with 

a foreign object, or oral copulation if the victim was either unconscious or incapable of giving consent due to 

intoxication.  

    Organization  Position          

    AOCDS  Support w/ Letter          

    CSLEA  Support w/ Letter          

    FOP  Support w/ Letter          

    LBPOA  Support w/ Letter          

    SCDSA  Support w/ Letter          

  

   SB 807  (Gaines R)   Unmanned aircraft systems. 

  Status: 8/29/2016-Assembly amendments concurred in. (Ayes 39. Noes 0.) Ordered to engrossing and 

enrolling. 

  Location: 8/29/2016-S. ENROLLMENT 

  Summary: Would further limit the exposure to civil liability of an emergency responder, defined as a paid or 

an unpaid volunteer or private entity acting within the scope of authority implicitly or expressly provided by a 

local public entity or a public employee of a local public entity to provide emergency services, for damage to an 
unmanned aircraft or unmanned aircraft system, if the damage was caused while the emergency responder 

was performing specific emergency services and the unmanned aircraft or unmanned aircraft system was 

interfering with the provision of those emergency services. This bill contains other related provisions and other 

existing laws. 

    Organization  Position          

    CSLEA  Support w/ Letter          

  

   SB 1064  (Hancock D)   Sexually exploited minors. 

  Status: 8/29/2016-Assembly amendments concurred in. (Ayes 39. Noes 0.) Ordered to engrossing and 
enrolling. 

  Location: 8/29/2016-S. ENROLLMENT 

  Summary: Current law, until January 1, 2017, authorizes the Counties of Alameda and Los Angeles, 

respectively, to create a pilot project, contingent upon local funding, for the purposes of developing a 

comprehensive, replicative, multidisciplinary model to address the needs and effective treatment of 

commercially sexually exploited minors, as specified. This bill would extend the operation of this program 

indefinitely in the County of Alameda.  

    Organization  Position          

    AOCDS  Support w/ Letter          

    CSLEA  Support w/ Letter          

    FOP  Support w/ Letter          

    LBPOA  Support w/ Letter          

    SCDSA  Support w/ Letter          
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